Dear Scott,

I am so excited to announce that we will be offering some special programs this summer. After spending a lot of time planning last year, only to have to cancel all of our programs, I was reluctant to put a lot of time into program planning this year when we still did not know what summer 2021 would look like. However, we made some tentative plans, hoping that the pandemic would improve and restrictions would lift. Obviously, that is exactly what has happened, and now I am happy to be able to share with you our plans for July. Please look below for book talks, children's events, and more.

Sincerely,

Janet Wilson, Director
director@rangeleylibrary.org

LIBRARY HOURS

Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 10:00-4:30; Wednesday 10-7:00;
Saturday 10:00-2:00

FUNDRAISING

Book & Bake Sale
Saturday, July 10th, 10-1:00
PROGRAMS

BOOK GROUPS

Rangeley Readers
3rd Wednesday @4:00 PM

Adventure Book Group
Last Wednesday @4:00 PM

July Book Discussions

Wednesday, July 21st, 4:00 PM Rangeley Readers will discuss *Migrations* by Charlotte McConaghy.

Wednesday, July 28th, 4:00 PM
Adventure Book Group will discuss *The Warmth of Other Suns* by Isabel Wilkerson.
"Tails & Tales"
Children's Summer Reading Program starts July 6th at 10:00 AM. The program includes stories, crafts, snacks, games, and other fun adventures. The elementary program for ages 6-9 will be held on Tuesdays. Preschoolers, ages 3-5, will have a choice between Wednesdays and Thursdays. There is space for a maximum of 15 children each day.

Sign up at the Library.

Rat Six Book Talk
Weds. July 7, 6:00 PM

Vietnam Veteran Jack Flowers will discuss his book, *Rat Six*, a novel based on his experiences in the Vietnam War as a tunnel rat. Armed with only a flashlight and a pistol, a tunnel rat's job was to navigate the underground labyrinths, retrieve vital intelligence, and destroy the tunnels.

Chewonki Natural History Programs for Children
Thursday, July 8th

Fur, Feathers, & Feet
10:00 - 11:00 AM
We will explore how birds and mammals are alike and how they differ. There will be hands-on materials as well as a visit from some live specimens.

Bugmobile
11:30 AM - 12:30 PM
We will examine live specimens, displays, and models of anthropods. Various activities will help kids to understand the unique characteristics of insects and their relatives.

Ancient Rocks of Western Maine
Weds. July 14, 6:00 PM

Geologist Mark Brockman will discuss selected Western Maine and Eastern New Hampshire indigenous lithic (rock) types. Participants are invited to bring in personal lithic specimens/artifacts for identification and discussion.

Air Traffic Control: How Does It Work?
Former air traffic controller Jim Ferrara will discuss the basics of how the air traffic control system works, how an
aircraft gets from one airport to another, and career opportunities in this field.

Tails & Tales Concert
featuring Judy Pancoast
Weds. July 28, 10:30 AM

Singer/songwriter Judy Pancoast will delight both the young and the young at heart with her energetic and entertaining program designed to accompany this year's summer reading program theme: Tails & Tales.

NEW MEDIA IN JULY

Adult Fiction

*Fallen* (Kate Burkeholder #13) by Linda Castillo
*Dog Eat Dog* (Andy Carpenter #23) by David Rosenfelt
*The Cellist* (Gabriel Allon #21) by Daniel Silva
*An Ambush of Widows* by Jeff Abbott
*The Memory Bell* by Kat Flannery
*Bottled Cries at Sea* by Jean Verthein
*A House in the Neighborhood* by Bob Mustin
*Kill All Your Darlings* by David Bell
*The Comfort of Monsters* by Willa Richards
*The Maidens* by Alex Michaelides
*Dead By Dawn* (Mike Bowditch #12) by Paul Doiron
*Suck a Quiet Place* by Megan Miranda
*The Bone Code* (Temperance Brennan #20) by Kathy Reichs
*It's Better This Way* by Debbie Macomber
*Black Ice* (Scott Harvath #20) by Brad Thor
*Sunrise by the Sea* by Jenny Colgan
*Choose Me* by Tess Gerritsen
*The Secret Keeper of Jaipur* by Alka Joshi
*Moon Lake* by Joe Lansdale
*The Flower Boat Girl* by Larry Feign
*Razorblade Tears* by S. A. Cosby
*Nobody, Somebody, Anybody* by Kelly McClorey
*The Stranger in the Mirror* by Liv constantine
*The Cover Wife* by Dan Fesperman
*Nine Lives* by Danielle Steel
*The Shadow* by James Patterson
*Everyone in This Room Will Someday Be Dead* by Emily Austin
*Silver Tears* by Camilla Lackberg

Adult Nonfiction

*The Woman They Could Not Silence* by Kate Moore
*The Power of Strangers* by Joe Keohane
*Racing the Clock* by Bernd Heinrich
*The Comfort Book* by Matt Haig
*The Bomber Mafia* by Malcolm Gladwell
*Forgetting: The Benefits of Not Remembering* by Scott A. Small
*The Confidence Men* by Margalit Fox
Young Adult

Black Terror: Dark Years by Max Bemis
Dark Red: Year One by Tim Seeley
Suicide Squad: Casualties of War by Keith Giffen
U. S. Agent by Chris Priest

Older Kids

Kyle’s Little Sister by Bon Hyung Jeong
Hypno Tick-Tock (Geronimo Stilton Graphics #8) by Geronimo Stilton
Dragon Defenders (Dragon Defenders #1) by James Russell
The Pitbull Returns (Dragon Defenders #2) by James Russell
An Unfamiliar Place (Dragon Defenders #3) by James Russell
All Is Lost (Dragon Defenders #4) by James Russell
The Grand Opening (Dragon Defenders #5) by James Russell

Younger Kids

T. Rexes Can’t Tie Their Shoes by Anna Lazowski
Time For School Little Blue Truck by Alice Schertle
Not Yeti by Kelly DiPucchio
The Rescuer of Tiny Creatures by Curtis Manley
The Dream Portal (Kingdom of Wrenly #16) by Jordan Quinn

Audios

The Personal Librarian by Marie Benedict
The Therapist by B. A. Paris
A Hex for Danger (Enchanted Bay #2) by Esme Addison

DVDs

Eat Wheaties!
The Father
Llama Llama Family Vacation
Midnight in the Switchgrass
Raya & the Last Dragon
Tom & Jerry: The Movie
When We Last Spoke

Library Staff
Janet Wilson - Director
Pat Langille - Circulation Tech
Erykah Condon - Cataloging Librarian
Brittany Wetherill - Children’s Librarian
Sue Damm - Aide
Debbie Ladd - Aide

Consultants to the Board
Janice Adler
Bill & Kathy Brittain
Don Chase
Scott Hatfield

RPL Board of Trustees
Brent Quimby - President
Mary Richards - Vice President
Barbara Burgess - Treasurer
Claire Webber - Secretary
Sharon Cyr - Secretary
John Burgess
Claire Chase
Nancy Douglas
Micki Kirkman
Judith Wicken
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